ITV's BAFTA and Golden Globe winning Downton Abbey was, and is y still, the television success story of recent years. First shown in 2010 and now on its sixth series, it has been declared the most successful British period drama since 1981's Brideshead Revisited, with average viewing figures of around 9 million per episode, and it has also been extremely popular in America.
1 Its success may partly arise from the fact that it represents a departure from most period productions, being not an adaptation of a classic novel but a made-for-TV drama created by the writer of film re-imaginings of the past like Gosford Park and The Young Victoria, Julian Fellowes. Thus it does not face the challenges of rendering a literary text accessible for a contemporary audience but instead is made with that audience in mind. As such it combines period drama with elements of the soap opera -a large cast of characters, numerous subplots and parallel storylines -and, like Gosford Park and in the tradition of (recently remade) Upstairs Downstairs, follows the lives of both servants and employers in the eponymous house. Set between 1912 and the 1920s, with lavish costumes and careful period detail, and making a visual fetish of the stately home (a shot of which lovingly appears between every scene in the first series) this production is in many ways a classic example of what Andrew Higson and other critics have termed a heritage production (Higson, 2003) : perhaps more than any other drama currently on television, it has displayed the "marketing and consumption of British heritage as tourist attraction" (Sargent, 2000: 301) . For example, Highclere Castle, the real-life Abbey, receives more than 60,000 visitors a year. Downton Abbey's success reveals that on television even very traditional notions of "heritage" remain as popular, marketable and significant as ever, but I will discuss here the ways in which Downton self-consciously adapts and responds to this through a range of strategies. This utilisation of heritage for the small screen, its undeniable success, and the subsequent creation of something of a Downton "industry" (ranging from books inspired by the series, to a British fashion industry influenced by it) also raises interesting questions about the current consumption of history through popular media, something I will use this chapter to discuss.
It has become commonplace now for historians to concede that film has become "the chief conveyor of public history in our culture" (Rosenstone, 2006: 12) , although, as Peter J Beck has discussed, debate continues as to how well the visual media can represent "serious history with a capital H" (Rosenstone, 2006 : 2, quoted in Beck, 2012 . Downton inserts itself neatly, and centrally, into these debates in their current form, for since its first episodes has aired it has, perhaps more than any other recent historical fiction in Britain, prompted public response, and divided opinion regarding its "value" as history. Its accessibility and ease of watching seem to be at the source of much of this criticism, as Jerome de Groot has implied (2011). In particular, its deliberate use of a soap opera format might make us recall Dan Carter's comments about historical documentaries as "soap opera substitutes for real engagement with the past" (1998). David Harlan has discussed how historians like Carter, David Lowenthal and Sean Wilentz are uneasy about fictional history as an "essentially passive spectacle, a neon epic of mind-numbing nostalgia … [it is] seductive and captivating … it opens the heart but castrates the intellect" (2007: 120). Downton, and its satellite show Mr Selfridge, can be said to personify many of these anxieties, given that their largely straightforward plot and sumptuous mise-en-scene do create a "seductive" and not too-intellectually-taxing spectacle for the audience (although not, as I will argue here, a "passive" one, given that it at once invites and repulses, and implicates and alienates, the viewer, as we will see). Of course the assumption here is that historical fictions are very different from, and generally inferior to, "actual" academic history: Downton "is not a history lesson," as one recent blog suggested, but it "certainly inspires an interest in history."
